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MACRO ENVIRONMENT

We can safely conclude that the globe is an unhappy place. In a counter-intuitive, disrupted environment, our reference 
points are continuously being reset by unthinkable global and local events, leaving us all comparing the grades of 
unhappiness.

On the international front, for example, Theresa May’s gamble on a snap election dramatically backfired after her quest 
for a “stronger mandate” to deliver Brexit ended up in the humiliation of a hung parliament, leaving her future as prime 
minister in doubt.

Domestically, whilst we have been adjusting to operating in a deteriorating credit rating environment, an economy in the 
grip of recession, and heightened political upheaval (fueled by the build-up to the ANC’s elective conference), the leaked 
Gupta emails lifted the veil and provided, at times harrowing, insight into what is truly meant by the broader definition of 
the word “capture” – initially applicable to the public and now extending to the private sector.

It is no surprise that, in this environment, business confidence has fallen to levels not seen since the 2009 recession and 
consumer confidence has been subdued for the longest streak since the early 1980s. No one has been spared from the 
current macro environment.

The macro environment is softening, evidenced by recent retailers’ trading updates. The surprise early move by the 
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) to drop interest rates by 25 basis points will, in isolation, unfortunately make little 
(if any) impact unless the Minister of Finance’s 14-point plan (revealing nothing new) to resuscitate our ailing economy is 
not collectively backed by government – a recent newspaper headline “One Gigaba does not make a Government”, sums 
up the situation very well. The fact that the cabinet reshuffle broke the trust between business and government, further 
exacerbates matters.

It is safe to say that heightened uncertainty, lacklustre levels of confidence and weak economic fundamentals will prevail 
until December and well beyond that. In short, we are all captured by uncertainty.
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DOMESTIC OPERATIONS

Redefine’s property portfolio
Subdued business confidence weighs heavily on the office and industrial sector. Similarly, weak consumer 
confidence does not bode well for the retail sector. Coupled with low economic growth and growing unemployment, 
domestic property fundamentals will continue to remain challenging in each of the asset categories in which 
we operate.

In this highly unpredictable and competitive market, retaining tenants and protecting cashflow, whilst securing 
growth in rentals, continues to be a delicate balancing act.

Key retail sector themes
 Trading densities across the SA retail landscape are showing negative real growth.

  The convergence of low household consumption growth and increasing retail supply will culminate in a battle 
for market share as retail centres attempt to maintain their slice of a shrinking retail pie.

  This battle for market share will intensify – between centre formats, i.e. community centres growing at the 
expense of regionals; between merchandise categories, i.e. food service (restaurants) growing spend at the 
expense of apparel; and between tenants, i.e. international retailers taking up failed department store space.

  Shopper behaviour is showing signs of polarising – with consumers choosing convenience and one-stop 
shopping. Convenience centres are therefore seeing declining vacancies and improved trading densities, driven 
by increased spend on Food, as well as Health and Beauty – cosmetics and toiletries (all showing improved cost 
of occupancy ratios).

  Shoppers are visiting malls less frequently but spending more per visit, supporting the notion that the impact of 
footcount is secondary (being down), whilst trading densities are up.

 Spending has shifted from big-ticket items and apparel to the things people need.

 The retail pipeline is having a larger impact on Gauteng (particularly Tshwane) properties.

 There is significant push back on renewal growth, escalations, lease terms and TI contributions.

Retail sector areas of focus
 Ensuring relevance through consistently meeting shoppers’ needs by optimising tenant mix and centre design.

  Differentiating our offering by focusing on the basics, such as convenience (access and egress), safety, 
cleanliness (bathrooms), signage, tenant mix and parking tariffs to promote dwell time (and not penalise visitors 
by charging more for staying longer). 

  Establishing a clear brand identity and specific marketing initiatives within each catchment area to absorb a 
higher proportion of the declining retail spend – i.e. maintain market share.

  Although online shopping is not an immediate threat, the rise and impact of this sales channel is being 
embraced to improve relevance and communication channels.

 Managing trading density growth, occupancy costs and vacancies through space optimisation and tenant mix.

  Retail centres are embedded in their community – tenant mix is being reviewed to ensure that we provide a 
community service in addition to catering for specific category preferences.

 Our focus is to differentiate or be relevant by creating outstanding places for modern consumer lifestyles.
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Key office sector themes 
  The office sector continues to remain a tenants market with rentals generally moving sideways – with 

Rosebank, Waterfall and Menlyn being the exceptions.

 There is still evidence of consistent and healthy demand for high quality accommodation in prime nodes.

 Demand is driven by requirements for reduction of space and office consolidation (not business growth).

  The office landscape is changing, whereby employers are increasingly allowing staff flexi-hours, fueling space 
reduction requirements, predominantly in the 500m² to 800m² brackets.

  Users are demanding well-located, modern and efficient facilities, which enable them to get on with their day-
to-day lives with minimal disruption.

 Flexible lease terms are becoming the new normal.

 Third party tenant representation is a growing trend among the larger corporates.

Office sector areas of focus
 Tenant retention remains our top priority in a very competitive environment.

 To constantly rejuvenate office premises to ensure that they remain relevant to users’ needs.

 Adopting a forward-looking approach in preparing for challenging future lease negotiations.

 Increased focus on tenant & broker relationships, as well as customer experience management.

 Facilities and utility management intervention to further improve operational sustainability.

 Increase the number of green star rated existing buildings to 45.

  Remaining relevant through driving refurbishment and redevelopment of well-located properties, to ensure 
continuity of rental growth and remain competitive in a tough leasing market.

Key industrial sector themes 
 The industrial market’s need for efficiency and accessibility continues to drive demand.

  Contraction on manufacturing sectors such as the textile industry, while timber, medical and plastic industries 
show growth.

 Higher power demand on new sites.

 Tenant profiles differ based on the regions in which they operate.

 Users demand improved design, current technology and space capabilities.

 Volatility in the commodity and retail supply chain sectors affects lease terms and relocation costs.

 While rental growth on shorter leases remains lean, retention has been good and demand for space is constant.

Industrial sector areas of focus
  Logistics and warehousing are focus areas that continue to advance Redefine’s strategy of diversifying, growing 

and improving the quality of the industrial portfolio.

  Implementation of an asset improvement roadmap on existing buildings to enhance tenant retention and buffer 
against rent reversions.

 It is costly for tenants to relocate; therefore we are improving facilities to retain tenant occupancy.

  Incorporating key design elements in warehousing developments to functionally differentiate our offering in 
desirable nodes in Cape Town, Gauteng and KZN, where we have a substantial land bank.
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TOP RISKS

One sure thing for 2017 is that the knowns have been outweighed by the unknowns.

In the midst of these challenging times, a risk to flag is the growth in unemployment, especially amongst the youth, 
who make up circa 36% of the South African population and account for roughly 70% of total unemployment.

When young people cannot find employment and cannot earn a living, this youth bulge becomes a demographic time 
bomb, as large masses of frustrated youth become a product of social and economic uncertainty. This is a direct risk 
to our properties, which are embedded in the communities in which they operate.

With this in mind, we are revisiting our approach to Corporate Social Investment, to better serve the communities 
in which we operate, to make a sustainable difference. We are also looking to engage with tenants and local 
communities to make use of their services and ensure that new developments create local employment 
opportunities beyond completion, through revisiting our lease conditions.

The plight of informal traders competing with national retailers in disadvantaged areas was highlighted by the recent 
Competition Commission hearings into the retailers’ exclusivity clauses contained in their leases, requiring us to be 
sensitive to unintended consequences caused by our properties and to look at how best we integrate our presence 
with local communities’ needs to meet value expectations – such as providing informal traders with secure facilities 
to operate from, which we already have at Golden Walk’s taxi rank. Also, we will continue to develop pop-up stores as 
an incubator for small businesses who also offer “new merchandise” options.

STRATEGY

In this environment, our focus will remain on actively managing the variables we can control - living Redefine’s 
values (upholding ethical leadership to be consistent), alignment to the strategy throughout the business (our 
greatest challenge to successful and quick execution) and deepening our unique approach to all relationships (our 
key differentiator).

We continue to make steady progress in executing our strategy, which, in essence, remains unchanged. In a 
constrained environment, there is a flight to quality. We therefore continue with our strategy to continuously 
improve, expand and protect our domestic property portfolio, divest underperforming assets, and look to diversify 
geographically into real estate opportunities that offer growth.

There is a misperception circulating suggesting that we are looking to divest of Redefine International and Cromwell. 
It is important to note that we remain committed to all our international investments and have strong relationships 
with local management as we continue to work closely together to create mutual long term value.

In short, we have had to Be Prepared for the Unexpected on all fronts and remain true to our vision of being the best 
in all aspects of what we do.

Focusing on what matters most through an integrated approach

In executing our strategy, our integrated management approach to making strategic choices is set around five 
coordinates – to operate efficiently, invest strategically, optimise capital, engage talent and grow reputation.
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I will elaborate on key outcomes during the period under review, covering each of our strategic priorities:

1. OPERATING EFFICIENTLY

Primary initiatives in the second half to date:

Apart from maintaining a strong focus on tenant retention, maintaining operating margins, improving vacancies 
and preservation of annual escalation rates, we are placing a strong emphasis, through our internal reward and 
recognition programme, on encouraging our staff to be innovative and think differently in a new normal environment.

In a drive to be efficient on a sustained basis, we are rolling out solar PV to 10 properties at a cost of R155 million. 
We anticipate achieving an initial income yield of 13.3%, which will come through as lower electricity costs (in effect 
a 2.9% reduction) in 2018. 

2. INVEST STRATEGICALLY

Locally, Redefine completed development projects totalling R3.2 billion during the period, currently has R4.7 billion 
in value of new developments, and R0.5 billion of refurbishment projects in progress. New development projects 
totalling R0.8 billion have been committed to, the bulk of which being the remaining phases at Centurion Mall.

Noteworthy capital deployment across our various asset categories:

  Retail: To remain relevant, various redevelopments to protect, expand and upgrade major malls, 
totalling R1.1 billion, were completed and projects totalling R1.3 billion are underway. The 
R252 million revamp of Benmore will be completed during September 2017. Centurion Mall’s 
expansion and upgrade, totalling R1.1 billion, will see Phase 2 completing during November 2017, 
and the remaining two phases (which includes reconfiguration of Checkers Mall, introduction of 
H&M, expanded entertainment component and improved food offering), costing R0.5 billion, will be 
completed by March 2019. Kyalami Corner had a soft opening on 13 April. Dis-chem opened on 
26 April at the Southcoast Mall with their second best ever first day opening.
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  Offices: Alice Lane Building 3, a R1.3 billion development, was completed during April. 
The R712 million development of strategically located Rosebank Link, anticipated to be completed 
in November 2018, is well timed in relation to competing spec developments in the node. 
The redevelopment of 2 Pybus (adjoining 90 Rivonia Road) at a cost of R476 million, to house 
advocates’ chambers, is well underway for completion in January 2019. Loftus Phase One, an 
office, gym, retail and hotel development totaling 34 850m2 and costing R598 million, is expected 
to be completed in March 2018. Demolition works have commenced at the Galleria in preparation 
for mixed use development.

  Industrial: The R194 million redevelopment at 34 Wrench Road, offering a stacking height of 
15.5m and one of the first warehouses equipped with LED lighting at this height, was completed 
in March 2017. We commenced the R600 million, 45 700m2 print facility for Hirt & Carter at 
Cornubia. The first site, costing R66 million, is underway at Brackengate for GEA – negotiation 
on the warehousing and logistic segment is progressing well and sales of non-core land is well 
advanced. The installation of main public roads at S&J is expected to be complete by November 
2017, which will drive momentum on leasing interest.

  Poland: Redefine participated in EPP’s €150 million capital raise, by subscribing for 47.7 million shares at 
R18.50 (€1.27) per share to maintain our holding of circa 40% - amount invested R882.9 million. There is scope 
for further expansion into retail in this market.
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  UK: Arrangements have been concluded between Redefine International and Redefine Properties pursuant to 
which, conditional on the implementation of the proposed scheme, Redefine Properties will dispose of 
1 913 479 of its International Hotel Properties shares to Redefine International in consideration for 4 783 698 
Redefine International shares, being at the same swap ratio as the ratio at which scheme members will swap 
their International Hotel Properties shares for Redefine International shares. We sold our joint venture interest 
in the German retail portfolio for €49 million to Redefine International during April.

  In Australia: The A$130 million redevelopment of Northpoint, anticipated to be completed in March 2018, poses 
significant capital uplift potential given the buoyant office market in Sydney. Redefine acquired another purpose-
built student accommodation development site in Melbourne for A$26 million, with a bed capacity of at least 
650. Once both student accommodation sites have been developed (Redefine’s share of the total cost is A$218 
million), we expect to have a bed capacity of 1 500 in Australia.

  Local student accommodation: Respublica’s current bed capacity of 5 873 will grow to 9 403 beds by 2019 once 
committed expansion activity is completed, with Hatfield Square Blocks C and D, comprising 535 and 1 030 beds 
respectively, making up the bulk. The extension of Yale Village by a further 350 beds, and the spread outside 
Gauteng into Bloemfontein (469 beds), Cape Town (570 beds) and Pietermaritzburg (576 beds), accounts for the 
balance of the expansion activity.

 Specialised: Rosebank Park Central residential project, totaling R426 million, has begun.

  Local listed securities: The holding in Delta Property Fund was sold to a black women led BEE consortium for 
R1.4 billion at the end of June. Redefine no longer holds local listed securities in its portfolio.

3. OPTIMISE CAPITAL

Key changes in the second half to date:

The gap between Growthpoint and Redefine’s forward yield has reduced from 100 basis points, reported at the time 
of releasing our half year results, to 70 basis points. However, Redefine’s forward yield at 9.4% is expensive and in 
our view punitive, especially as the R186 (10-year government bond) currently sits on a yield of 8.6%. Redefine, up to 
mid-May, tracked the R186.

Recycling of capital has become a prominent feature in optimising capital during 2017. Given our current cost of 
capital and loan to value ratio at the upper end of our comfort zone (circa 39%), this trend is expected to continue 
into the 2018 financial year – kicked off with the sale of N1 City Mall to Growthpoint, which was approved by the 
Competition Tribunal on 16 August. 

A combination of the recalibration of Redefine’s Moody’s local credit rating to Aa1 and a drying up of bond issues 
(on the back of a slowdown in expansion) has had a beneficial impact on Redefine’s bond programme. The upgrade 
in the Moody’s rating means that Redefine’s paper is now classified by the banks as High Quality Liquid Assets 
(HQLA), opening the door for banks to participate in Redefine’s bond programme as they aggressively look to grow 
their exposure to HQLA to meet regulatory reserve requirements by the end of 2019. The banks’ participation has 
also driven margins down. In addition to competing with banks, regular fixed income investors are sitting on excess 
cash due to the overall slowdown in investments (with less issues coming to market) and a general market aversion 
to investing in state owned entities. This situation poses an opportunity for Redefine to optimise debt funding 
through issuing well priced, unsecured bonds to refinance higher priced, secured bank debt.
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4. ENGAGE TALENT

Significant interventions during the second half to date: 

  During July, a Redefine leadership workshop was held to inspire Redefine’s thought leaders to accept that 
executive management’s role is to communicate, drive culture and set the goals and objectives, after which it’s 
over to our leaders to deepen staff engagement and commitment and create an environment where all staff 
aspire to be the best authentic version of who they are destined to be.

  Following the leadership workshop, a staff engagement roadshow was held in Johannesburg (for all staff) to talk 
about the importance of all our stakeholders and to share our vision, mission and strategic objectives, and most 
importantly, how our stakeholder engagement strategy (on which I will elaborate shortly) supports the delivery 
of all three.

  At the same time, our game plan for our people was launched: 
Heads up: Is about knowledge strategy, objectives & goals 
Hearts in: Is about our employees’ passion, our values and how we behave 
Hands on: Is a strong call to action – It’s over to you 

5. GROW REPUTATION

Prominent engagements during the second half to date:

  An integrated stakeholder engagement strategy is being formulated to ensure a consistent experience for 
all our stakeholders, that aligns to our brand promise. This means translating our brand promise into a 
value proposition that suits each stakeholders’ respective needs, and coming up with action plans that drive 
consistent experiences at each touch-point / interaction with each stakeholder.

  So far, we have an employee and investor value proposition (shared with you at our half year results 
presentation) and the next big project is one for tenants. This is a much broader intervention, as it covers the full 
spectrum of customer experience management. 

  ESG feedback and engagement sessions were held during June to understand investors’ take on our approach 
to ESG. I wish to thank you for your constructive feedback, which we value.

  During July, we went on a national fixed-income investor roadshow, which gave us valuable insight into what is 
happening in the bond market and gauge the appetite for Redefine’s paper.

  Our industrial portfolio was showcased to investors and media during July.

  Redefine was in the spotlight once again at the prestigious EY Excellence in Integrated Reporting Awards 2017. 
Our Integrated Report for 2016 was ranked second, with honours, out of the top 100 JSE listed companies.

  Another feather in Redefine’s cap for reporting excellence, is that the Nkonki Incorporated 2017 integrated 
reporting awards placed us first in the JSE’s Financial sector with an A grade (above 80%) score.

  As part of Redefine’s succession plan for non-executive directors, which covers a process of staggered rotation 
to promote continuity of experience whilst encouraging fresh thinking and diversity in the effective functioning of 
its Board, Bridgitte Mathews has been elevated to the position of board deputy chairperson and to the position of 
lead independent director.
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TRADING OUTLOOK FOR 2017 AND BEYOND

Noting that a number of sentiment indicators and data points have reached levels last seen in 2009 at the height of 
the global financial crisis, the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) recently halved its 2017 real GDP growth forecast 
to 0.5%, cut the country’s growth potential from 1.3% to 1.1% and widened its output gap projection (the gap between 
actual and potential output) from -1.6% to -1.9%. The SARB went further by reducing SA’s 2018 growth forecast from 
1.6% to 1.2%.

To quote the South African Reserve Bank governor, Lesetja Kganyago, “In the absence of credible structural-policy 
initiatives that will reduce uncertainty and increase business and consumer confidence, it is unclear where the 
drivers of accelerated growth will come from”. Speaking after the recent MPC decision to cut interest rates, he 
voiced his concern about the broad-based deterioration in SA’s growth outlook and said there’s a risk that growth 
could come in below the Bank’s downwardly revised forecast.

It is also important to note that the Rand poses the greatest threat to inflation going forward, placing inflation 
management in a precarious position.

With this backdrop, we have adapted our strategic approach to cope with a prolonged slow growth, subdued 
confidence environment: the good old days are for people with bad memories; the unexpected (disruption, volatility 
and uncertainty) is here to stay. For us, relentlessly focusing on what matters most is what is going to get us through 
this time in our lives – for the better.

Despite the roller coaster ride we have had, we are pleased to report that Redefine remains on track to deliver its 
market guidance of 7% to 8% growth on 2016’s distribution per share for the 2017 financial year. Due to the number 
of variables impacting our forecast, distribution guidance for the 2018 financial year will be provided as part of our 
results announcement, scheduled for 6 November 2017.

We understand that there is nothing stronger than our collective passion and initiative in delivering our brand 
promise to all our stakeholders. I know that, with all our HEADS UP, HEARTS IN and HANDS ON, we can realise our 
vision: To be the best SA REIT.


